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IN [8] V. F. R. Jones introduced a Laurent polynomial invariant VL(t) for an oriented link L 
in S3, and there he gave formulae which reiate vL(t) and the Alexander polynomial fbr three- 
or four-braid knots. The Jones polynomial VL(t) has been generalized to the two-variable 
polynomial P,(a, z) by several authors [4,6,12,14]. In this paper we give a formula for P,(a, 2) 
which states that for a link with n Seifert circles P,(a,, z), P,(a,, z), . . , and !‘,(a,, z) are 
“linearly dependent”, where a,, al, . . . , and a, are mutually independent variables. This 
formula can be specialized to the formulae in [S]. 
Let D be a diagram of an oriented link L. The writhe of D, denoted by tv(D), is the sum of 
signs ofall the crossing points in D, where the sign is + 1 if the crossing point is as L_ in Fig. 1, 
and - 1 if it is as L_ there [ 10,111. (This is equal to C(D) in [ 133.) Note that if L is represented 
as a closed braid, then w(D) coincides with the exponent sum of its braid representation. 
If we remove all the crossing points in D (i.e. change them as L, in Fig. l), then the 
resulting diagram splits into some simple closed curves. These circles are called Seifert circles 
of D. 
The two-variable polynomial P,(a, z)EZ[a* ‘, z* ‘1 is defined so that it satisfies the 
following two axioms [4,6,12,14]. 
(I) P,(a, z) = 1, where 0 is the trivial knot. 
(II) a -‘P,+(a,z)-aP~_(a,z)+zP,,(u,z)=O, where L,, L-, and L, have the same 
diagram except near a crossing point where they are as in Fig. 1. 
The Jones polynomial VL(t)EZ[t* “‘1 is given by P,(t, rl/* - t- liz) [8] and the (normalized) 
Alexander polynomial AL(t) is given by PL( 1, t112 -t- liz) [l, 3,5,9]. 
Now we will show 
THEOREX~ 1. Let L be a link with a diagram D containing n Seijert circles. Then we hate 
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where a,, ul, . . , and a,, are mutually independent variables. 
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Remark 1. The referee pointed out that the formula becomes simpler as above than the 
original one: 
-f (- 1)’ 
iY0 i 
Remark 2. If L is a closed n-braid, then the above formula holds if we put w(D)=~(L), 
dxre e(L) is the exponent sum of its representation as a closed n-braid. 
Recalling that PL(tl,Z,tl 2-t-1,r)= 1 [12], pL(f112, t1/2-t-1 2)=PL(t1,2. -(tl:?- 
r -1 ?))=(_l)~‘L’_l=(_l)n-w(D)-l f#(L) denotes the number of components of L), 
P,(l*t’z__-‘:? - )-AL(t), P,(t,t1”-t-‘~2)= t’L(r), and PL(t-‘, t”‘-_t-’ ‘)= YL(-f-i)= 
(- 1) n’w’D)- ’ E’,(r- ’ ), we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let L be u link with diagram D. 
(i) If D has 3 Seifert circles, then 
P,(u, t’i2 - t - lit) = G,(u, t112) + G;(u, r112). AL(r) 
= H,(u, P) + H’,(u, tl’2). V&), 
(ii) 
(iii) 
where G,, Gk, H,, and H: are Laurent polynomials in a and t112 depending only on 
w = w(D), gicen explicitly by Theorem 1. 
If D has 4 Seifert circles, then P,(u, r1,‘2 - r- lj2) can similarly be expressed in terms of 
AL(r) and VJr), or in terms of VJt) and VL(t- ‘). Itfollows that AJt) can be expressed in 
terms of V,(r) and VJt- ‘). 
If D has 5 Seifert circles, then P,(u, r1/2 - t - l’*) can be expressed in terms of AL( r), V,(r) 
and VL(t- ‘). 
Remark 3. V. F. R. Jones pointed out to the author in a letter that the two-variable 
polynomial can be expressed in terms of the Alexander polynomial and the exponent sum for 
three-braid links, since the corresponding Hecke algebra is the direct sum of the trivial 
representation, the Burau representation, and the parity representation. See [2,7, S] for 
detail. 
To prove Theorem 1 we prepare some lemmas. It is easy to prove the following lemma but 
it is essential for the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let L be a link with a diagram D. Consider a Laurent polynomial (u,,/ai)W(D’ 
P,(u,, z) E Z [a; ‘, a; I, I * ’ 1. Then it satisfies the axiom (ZI)for P,(a,, 2). 
Proof Let w = w(DO). Since w(D +) = w + 1 and w(D_) = w - 1, 
ai l(aOJiui)w+l PL_(“i,=)-U,(u,lui)w-‘P,_(Ui, Z)+Z(ug/UJw P&(Uir Z) 
~(U~~U~)“{U~‘P~~(U~,2)-UiP~_(U~,Z)+ZP~,(U~,2)}~0. 
Here D,,D+, and D_ are diagrams corresponding to L,, L,, and L_ respectively. This 
completes the proof. 
LEXIMA 2. Et:ery link diagram D can be deformed to a diagram of the trivial link with 
writhe zero or one afrer some crossing chungings. We note that the writhe is zero rfn + #(L) is 
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2wn and one if n + j%(L) is odd. where n is the number of Srifert circles in D and L is a link 
represented by D. 
Proof: We prove the lemma by induction on the number of crossing points in a diagram. 
If there are no crossing points, the lemma is trivially true. So suppose that it is true for any 
diagram with crossing points fewer than c. Let D be a diagram with c crossing points (c > 0). 
First suppose that there is a component B with a self-crossing point X. Let E be a diagram 
obtained from D after removing x as L, in Fig. 1. Then B splits into two components B, and 
B,. After some crossing changings we have a diagram E’ where B, crosses over all the other 
components in E’. By the inductive hypothesis we assume that B, and its complement E’- B, 
are diagrams of trivial links with writhe zero or one. Now consider the corresponding 
diagram D’ obtained from D after crossing changings as above. Changing the crossing at .Y if 
necessary, we obtain the required diagram since it represents a trivial link for any choice of 
the sign of x. 
If there is no such B, then the conclusion follows immediately since we can change 
crossings so that Di crosses over Dj for i<j, where D,‘s are the components of D(i= 1,2. . , 
# (L)). The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3. a;= i a;. fl 
(aOa,: 1 -a; ‘aj) 
i=l 1SjCn (aiaj 
Tti 
_I_a_Ia,) for /plsn--1 and p=n-1 (mod 2). 
I , 
Proof: Put F,= i (- 1)’ 
i=O 
We will show that F, = 0 for Ipi 5 n - 1 and p = n - 1 (mod 2). We regard F, as a Laurent 
polynomial in a, and write it as F&a,). Then one can easily see that fi a:-’ . F,(a,) is a 
s=o 
polynomial (without negative powers) and has degree 2(n- 1). Since FP( +a,)=0 for 
s=l,2,... n, the equation F&a,) =0 has 2n solutions. Thus F,(a,) = 0. 
The lemma follows from F,=O after some calculation. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We will show 
(**) 
i=l 
From Lemma 1 the right hand side of (**) satisfies the axiom (II) for P,(a,,z). From 
Lemma 2 and a standard argument using a resolution tree as in [6], (**) holds for any link 
with a diagram containing n Seifert circles if we prove it holds for trivial links with writhe zero 
or one and with components fewer than or equal to n. Thus we must only check that (*) holds 
when a;“@‘P,(a, z)= 1, a; ‘(ai-a; ‘), (ai-a; ‘)2, . . , a; ‘(ai-a; I)‘-‘, and (ai -a; I)“-’ if 
n is odd and aim”‘(‘) Pdai,z)=ai-‘, (ai-a;‘), aZ~1(ai-aiw’)2,. . , a;‘(a,-a,:‘)“-‘. and 
(a,-ai- I)“-’ if n is even. But this follows from Lemma 3, completing the proof. 
From the proof of Lemma 3, we see that F,#O for any p with Ipl zn. Thus a-“@‘P,(a,z) 
contains only a4 with 1415 n - 1, if L is a link with a diagram containing n Seifert circles. So we 
have the following theorem due to H. R. Morton, J. Franks and R. F. Williams. 
11’ Hitoshi Murakami 
THEOREM 1. [ 13, 151 For an! &gram D of a link f.. \ve hare 
where n is rhr tuttnher of‘Sei@t circles in D, e is fhr lo\c,est degree of a in P,(a, -_), anti E is the 
hiyhesr degree of a in P,(a. I). 
Remark 3. Theorem 1 also follows from Theorem Z using Lemma 3. So Theorem 1 
cannot give better estimate concerning the number of Seifert circles than the above 
inequality. We also remark that if E-e = 2(n - l), then ~(0) =gE + e). Thus the writhe is a 
link type invariant in this case. 
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